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Shooting Into 
Auteur Space 
Saudi Arabian YouTube videos are 
the most important art coming 
out of the Gulf, says Kuwaiti artist 
Monira al Qadiri.
Words: Jessica Holland
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>“Alien Technology”, 2014. Fiberglass sculpture, 3 x 3 x 2.5 m

“The Tragedy of Self” (installation), 2009. Photographs 
mounted on wooden panels, looped video playing on LCD 
screen, 4 x 4 x 1.5 m

> “Muhawwil” (Transformer), 2014. 4-channel video installation with wooden structure. 4 x 3 x 4 m
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T he most forward-looking art in the 
Gulf is being made in Saudi Arabia, 
says Kuwaiti artist Monira al Qadiri, 

and it’s taking the form of short, funny You-
Tube videos that poke fun at everything from 
extremism to the human condition. “Of all 
the places, you know?” she says with a laugh. 
“Who would have expected it! Everybody’s 
such a snob in the Gulf, they always think that 
everybody else is backward. But actually they 
are doing really radical stuff.”

In January 2015 and again in July, she 
presented a selection of these videos (with 
English subtitles) at the Edge of Arabia 
Gallery in London. Mostly made by Saudi 
groups like Telfaz11 and Masameer, but 
also from groups from Kuwait and Bah-
rain, the videos are surreal, socially con-
scious, and witty, dealing irreverently with 
taboos and trauma.

“It’s a huge scene now,” says al Qadiri. 
“There are hundreds and hundreds and 
hundreds of [the videos]. There is a talking 
crocodile [star of the show Temsa7LY] that 
has like a million views a week. A puppet! 
It’s a really exciting, vibrant, happening 
scene. Its much sharper than anything 
that’s on television,” and it’s also, she says, 
“so much more radical, political, and some-
times even artistic than anything happen-
ing in the art scene right now. Obviously, 
it’s really male dominated, like everything 
in the Gulf, but there are a few women 
popping up here and there doing their  
own programs.”

As to why Saudi Arabia is the hub of 
this activity, al Qadiri says, “it’s probably 
that the percentage of the youth is so huge 
and they’re all on their smartphones all 
the time. “I think there’s a thirst for home-
grown anything in the Gulf and online cy-
ber space has opened up this space, people 
are opening businesses on Instagram and 
selling stuff. There aren’t any clear rules 
about [this online space] yet, there is this 
big freedom.”  

> ɳɭ؈فȒࢫ��ɤɽɜȕࡧࡧࢫ ȓʊȘʈɽɢɦȄࢫ ȓɱȆɳɘɦȄࢫ
ɤȆɢȻǷࢫ ɟǷ؆فࢫ ɰǻࢫ ʅȲȮȆɜɦȄࢫ
Ȅݍݵȥʊɨࢫ ࢭʏࢫ ࢫ ՎȆɭȯɜȕ ɰɽɳɘɦȄࢫ
ɪɢȻࢫ ȱȬȗʈɼࢫ ȓʆȮɽɐȸɦȄࢫ ȓʊȋȳɐɦȄࢫ Ȅםȓɡɨɮࢫ ɷȲȯɀɭࢫ
�Ȉɽʊȕɽʆࢫ ɑɛɽɭࢫ ɏڴʄࢫ Ȅɼםܸݰȓɡࢫ ɀɜɦȄ؈فȒࢫ ȔȆɸɽʆȯʊɘɦȄࢫ
ࢫ ՎȄǴȯȉ ɻɨɠࢫ Ȅݝݨɑɮȗࢫ ɑɛȄɼࢫ ɵɭࢫ ȔȆɸɽʆȯʊɘɦȄࢫ ɷȱɸࢫ Ȗɼܦݵȳࢫ
ȕɼܸݰɣࢫ Ȅם�ȓʊȼʋɐࢫ ɖɼȳɌɦȄࢫ ǻڲʄࢫ Վַࢫ ɽȿɼ ɖȳɈȗɦȄࢫ ɵɭࢫ
�ࢫ¢ɪɸࢫɚȯɀȕࢫǷٰڈȆࢫȓʆȮɽɐȸɦȄࢫɵɭࢫȉ؈ɰࢫɰȄȯɨȍɦȄࢫ�Ȇɺɨɠ¡ࢫȓɨǾȆɛ
�ࢫ¢ɵɭࢫɰȆɠࢫɑɛɽȗʊɦࢫ�ɣɦȰࢫȳȫȆɘȗʆࢫȄݍݨɑʊɮࢫɯɺȸɘɱǸȉࢫəʊɄȕɼ
ɵʈȳȫֽࢫɯɦࢫʆݏݰȄɽɜࢫȑɟȳȉࢫ�ȲɽɈȗɦȄࢫ ȄࢫɰǷࢫɰɽɳɌʈɼ֗ࢫȥʊɨݍݵȄࢫʏࢭ

�¡ ՎȄȯȡࢫȓȀʈȳȡࢫՎַ ȆɮɏǷࢫɰɽɭȯɜʆࢫɯٰڈǻ֗ࢫȓɜʊɜݍݰȄࢫʏࢫࢭɵɡɦɼ
ࢫ ՎȆɃȳɏ ɳɭ؈فȒࢫ șɭȯɛࢫ ɽʊɦɽʆ֗ࢫ ࢭʏࢫ ɣɦȱɟɼࢫ հծկճࢫ ȳʆȆɳʆࢫ ࢭʏࢫ
ࢭʏࢫ ɨȣɱǻ؈قȓʆ�ࢫ ȓɮȡȳȕࢫ �ɑɭࢫ ȔȆɸɽʆȯʊɘɦȄࢫ ɷȱɸࢫ ɵɭࢫ ݝݨȓɏɽɮࢫ
ɂȳɐɭࢫȠȯʆǻࢫɖɼǷࢫȆʊȎʈȲǷࢫࢭʏࢫ�ɰȯɳɦࢫșɱȆɠɼࢫɷȱɸࢫȔȆɸɽʆȯʊɘɦȄࢫ
ȆɺɮɌɐɮȉࢫɵɭࢫȠȆȗɱǻࢫɚȳɗࢫȓʆȮɽɐȷࢫɪȝɭࢫȴȆɘɨȕࢫկկࢫɭȆȸɭɼ؈فࢫ
ȳȫֽࢫȮɽɐʇࢫǻڲʄࢫɚȳɗࢫȓʊȘʈɽɠࢫȓʊɴʈȳȨȋɼ֗ࢫɯȸȘȕɼࢫ ȄࢫȆɺɄɐȊࢫɵɡɦɼ
ɑʊɃȄɽɭࢫ ȆɐȖɼݍݮࢫ ȓʊɟȰɼࢫ ࢫ ՎȆʊɏȆɮȗȡȄ ȓʊɏȄɼɼࢫ ȓʊɦȆʈȳȷࢫ ǸȉٰڈȆࢫ

ȄݝݰȔȆɭȳࢫȔȆɭȯɀɦȄɼࢫɰɼȯȉࢫʅǷࢫʊɮȕ؈ق�
ɎȄȯȉׁࢫɑȷȄɼࢫ ȄࢫɵɭࢫɎɽɳɦȄࢫȄȱɸࢫȩȍȿǷࢫȯɜɦ¢ࢫ�ʅȲȮȆɜɦȄࢫɤɽɜȕɼ
ࢫ ՔɯɄʆࢫȆɭࢫȆٔڈɮɗ֘ࢫɪɐɘɦȆȉࢫɪǾȆɸࢫȔȆɸɽʆȯʊɘɦȄࢫȮȯɏɼ֗ࢫȲȆȼȘɱַ Ȅ
ࢫɽɸɼࢫɯȣɱࢫȥɭȆɱȳȉࢫɽȍȷǷڤʏࢫɻɮȷȄࢫ¢ɮȕܦݰڴʏ¡ࢫ ՎȆɜɇȆɱࢫ ՎȆȧȆȸɮȕ
�ɎɽȍȷֿࢫȮȳȣɭࢫ�ȓʊɭȮࢫɻɱǻࢫɤȆȣɭࢫ ȄࢫʏࢫࢭȒȯɸȆȼɭࢫɰɽʊɨɮȉࢫʃɌȨʆ
ɉȻȆɱࢫʅɽʊȧɼࢫɯǾȄȮɼࢫ�ȲɽɈȗɦȄࢫɯɄȕࢫɷȱɸࢫȔȆɸɽʆȯʊɘɦȄࢫȒȮȆɭࢫ
ɟǷ؆فࢫܥݵȓʈȳࢫɵɭࢫʅǷࢫءۜܣǴࢫȳȫǵࢫɂȳɐʇࢫɏڴʄࢫɰɽʈȵɘɨȗɦȄ֗ࢫɼۂʏࢫࢭʏࢫ
ࢫ ՎȆɱȆʊȧǷࢫɯȸȘȕɼࢫȓʊȷȆʊȷࢫɪǾȆȷȲࢫɪɮȨȕɼࢫȒǷȳȡفࢫ؆ɟǷࢫɻɳʊɏࢫșɛɽɦȄ
�ࢫɑȍɈɦȆȉࢫȮɽȸʇࢫ ՎȆʊɦȆȧࢫɬȯɜʆࢫȳȫǵࢫɪɮɏࢫʅǷࢫɵɭۚܢࢫɓǷࢫ ՔۚܣɗࢫȹȨȉ
ࢫʅǸɟࢫɎȆɈɛࢫȳȫǵࢫࢭʏࢫ ՎȆɭȆɮȕࢫɎȆɈɜɦȄࢫȄȱɸࢫʏࢫࢭʅȲɽɠȱɦȄࢫȳɀɳɐɦȄ
ȳȫֽࢫɵɭȯɜʈɼࢫ Ȅɼࢫɰݍݰ؈Ȅࢫɰ؈ȉࢫǴȆȸɴɦȄࢫɅɐȊࢫȳɺɌȕࢫɵɡɦɼ֗ࢫȥʊɨݍݵȄ

�¡ɵࢫ٭ڈȓȿȆȫࢫȥɭȄȳȉ
ɝࢫȑȎȸȊࢫȵɟȳɮȕࢫȄȱɸࢫɆȆȼɴɦȄࢫࢭʏࢫȄםȓɡɨɮࢫ ՔɨɐȗʆࢫȆɭࢫʏࢫࢭȆɭǷ
ǻڲʄࢫ ɣɦȰࢫ Ȯɽɐʇࢫ ¢ȆɮȋȲࢫ �ࢫʅȲȮȆɜɦȄ ȓʆȮɽɐȸɦȄ֗ࢫɤɽɜȗɗࢫ ȓʊȋȳɐɦȄࢫ
ɎȆɘȕȲȄࢫȓȍȸɲࢫȈȆȍȼɦȄࢫʅȱɦȄࢫɰɽɄɮʆࢫɯɌɐɭࢫȆɛɼǷٮڈɯࢫɨɭȆȧ؈ɰࢫ
ȥȗɴȕࢫ ȒȮȆɭࢫ ʅǷࢫ ǻڲʄࢫ ɰɽȼɈɐȗʆࢫ Ƿٰڈɯࢫ ɵɋǷࢫ �ȓʊɟȱɦȄࢫ əȕȄɽɺɦȄࢫ
ࢫࢭʏࢫȄݍݵȥʊɨࢫșȨȗɗɼࢫɯɺɦࢫȄםȓȧȆȸࢫȓʊɮɛȳɦȄࢫȄȱɸࢫȄݝݨɤȆ֗ࢫ ՎȆʊɨȨɭ
ɬȄȳɜȗȸɲǻࢫ ɑɛɽɭࢫ ɏڴʄࢫ ɯɺɦࢫ Վַࢫ ȆɮɏǷ ɰɽȸȷǺʆࢫ ȶȆɳɦȄࢫ Ƿȯȍɗࢫ
ɑɛȄɽɮɨɦࢫ ȯɐȊࢫ Ȅɼܷݰȓࢫ ȯɏȄɽɛࢫ ɵɭࢫ Ȇɭࢫ �ɑɨȸɦȄࢫ ɰɽɐʊȎʈɼࢫ

¡�ȓʈȳݍݰȄࢫɵɭࢫȒ؈فȍɟࢫȓȧȆȸɮȉࢫȶȆɳɦȄࢫɑȗɮȗʈɼ֗ࢫȓʊɱɼفɡɦׁȄ
�ࢫ¡Ȇɭࢫ ՎȆɏɽɱࢫȓȍʈȳɓ¢ࢫȓɨǾȆɏࢫɉȷɼࢫșʈɽɢɦȄࢫʏࢫࢭʅȲȮȆɜɦȄࢫșȋȳȕ
ɯȗɸȆɗࢫȆɸȯɦȄɼࢫȓȷȆʊȸɦȆȉࢫșɱȆɠɼࢫȆɺɭǷࢫȓɱȆɳɗࢫɣɦȱɟɼࢫɜʊɜȻْڈȆࢫ
ȓȣȗɳɭɼࢫ ȒȲɽɺȼɭࢫ ȓɱȆɳɗࢫ șȨȍȿǷࢫ ɦȄۘܣࢫ ȓɮɇȆɗࢫ ɾȳɔɀɦȄࢫ
ɱֿܣࢫ Ȅ ȯɸȆȼȖࢫȔֺȸɨȸɭࢫ ɳɭ؈فȒࢫɼۂʏࢫ șɏȳɏȳȕɼࢫ �ȓʊɜʊȷɽɭࢫ
ȓȷȮȆȸɦȄࢫ ࢭʏࢫ ǻڲʄࢫɽʊɟɽɇࢫȆɭȯɳɏࢫșɱȆɠࢫ șɨɜȗɱȄࢫ ɯțࢫ ȓʊɱȆȉȆʊɦȄࢫ
ɏڴʄࢫ șɨɀȧࢫ ȆɭȯɐȊࢫ ɰɽɳɘɦȄࢫ ȶȲȯȗɦࢫ Ȇɸȳɮɏࢫ ࢫ ՎȆɐʊȋȲ ȳȼɏࢫ
ɬɽȷȳɦȄࢫ ¢ɝȼɏǷࢫ �ࢫȓɨǾȆɛ ɣɦȰࢫ ɪɨɐȖɼࢫ Ȅݍݰ�ȓɭɽɢࢫ ɵɭࢫ ȓȨɳɭࢫ
ȄםȓɟȳȨȗࢫȓȡȲȯɦࢫɱǷۚܣࢫȔȮȲǷࢫɰǷࢫȩȍȿǷࢫȒȯȧȄɼࢫɭٔڈȆ¡�ࢫșɨɀȨɗࢫ
ࢫ �ɞȆɳɸࢫ ȔȄɽɳȷࢫ կծࢫ șɄɭǷɼࢫ ɷȄȲɽȗɟȯɦȄࢫ ȒȮȆɺȻࢫ �ɏڴʄࢫ

>“Eternally Out of Place”, 2007. Digital inkjet 
print mounted on board, 1030 x 1456 cm

>
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Al Qadiri herself grew up in Kuwait in 
“kind of a funky family”: her father was 
interested in politics, her mother was an 
artist, and her younger sister Fatima also 
became a successful artist and music pro-
ducer. Monira, who had grown up watch-
ing Japanese anime, moved to Tokyo at 
the age of 16 to study art on a government 
scholarship because, she says, “I just loved 
cartoons so much and wanted to be one.” 
She ended completing a PhD and staying 
for ten years. Since then, she’s been based 
in Beirut and is now starting a residency 
in Amsterdam. “It’s always good to be a 
fish out of water and have culture shocks 
all the time, it helps inform your practice.” 

Her own work incorporates video, as 
well as sculptural installations, perfor-
mance, digitally altered photography. 
Much of it looks at the history and culture 
of the Gulf, like the video piece “Soap”, 
which inserts domestic workers back into 
the Ramadan soap operas from which they 
have been erased, and the giant, iridescent 
sculpture of an oil drill, “Alien Technol-
ogy” that was installed in Dubai in 2014. 
She’s currently working on creating a mu-
sic video for a preexisting folk song from 
Iran, in which she plays the part of the 
singer. It’s the third part of a series “about 
the aesthetic of sadness in the Middle East 
and how sadness can be pleasurable.”

Like all her work, she says, “even when 
it’s super abstract, it comes from a personal 
place. Putting yourself out there, naked like 
that, can be scary but that’s what I like to 
do. It’s all about truth.” This can sometimes 
mean dealing with uncomfortable realities, 
she admits, which is part of the reason why 
she likes “to hide behind humor a little bit. 
That’s why I can relate to these videos, too, 
because they’re really clever at using humor 
to derail restrictions.”  

ɰֽࢫ Ȅ ȯɐȗȸȖɼࢫ ȉ؈فȔɼࢫ ࢭʏࢫ ɳɭ؈فȒࢫ ȽʋɐȖࢫ Ȅݍݰ؈ɰ֗ࢫ ɣɦȰࢫ ȱɳɭɼࢫ
¢ɵɭࢫ �ࢫɤɽɜȕ ȄםɎɽɃɽࢫ Ȅȱɸࢫ ɵɏɼࢫ ȸɭǷف�ɬȄȮࢫ ǻڲʄࢫ ɤȆɜȗɱֺࢫ ɦ
ȄםȯʊɘࢫɰǷࢫəȼȘɡʆࢫȄםǴȳࢫȔȆɈʊȨɭࢫȒȯʆȯȡ֗ࢫʎɢɦࢫɖՔȳɐȗʆࢫǻڲʄࢫ

ɑࢫɚȆɗǵࢫɻȗɗȳɐɭ¡�ࢫ Քȷɽʈɼ֗ࢫșɛɽɦȄࢫɤȄɽɇࢫɾȳȫǷࢫȔȄȲȆɄȧ
ȑɱȆȡࢫ ǻڲʄࢫ ȔȆɸɽʆȯʊɘɦȄࢫ ɦȄܨݵȓʊɀࢫ ȆɺɦȆɮɏǷࢫ ɯɄȕࢫ
֗ࢫȲɽȨɮȗȕɼࢫ ՎȆʊɮɛȲࢫȓɦȯɐםȄࢫȲɽɀɦȄɼࢫǴȄȮֽȄɼࢫȓʊȗȨɳɦȄࢫȔȆȍʊɟفɦȄ
ȆɺɮɌɐɭࢫɤɽȧࢫȭʈȲȆȕࢫȓɜɈɳɭࢫȄݍݵȥʊɨࢫɗȆɜțɼْڈȆࢫɑɈɜɮɟࢫɽʆȯʊɗࢫ
SoapࢫʅȱɦȄࢫșɨɮɏࢫɻʊɗࢫɏڴʄࢫȒȮȆɏǻࢫɤȆȫȮǻࢫɤȆɮɐɦȄࢫȄם؇قʊɦ؈ɰࢫ
ǻڲʄࢫ ȓɗȆɃׁȆȉࢫ ɭٔڈȆ֗ࢫ ȄɽɨʈȴǷࢫ ɦȄۘܣࢫ ȓʊɱȆɄɭȳɦȄࢫ ȄםȔֺȸɨȸࢫ ǻڲʄࢫ
ȓȕɽȨɳɭࢫɰȄɽɦǸȉࢫȶɽɛࢫȦȵɜɦȄࢫݍݨȴȆɺࢫȑʊɜɳȕࢫɵɏࢫɉɘɳɦȄࢫșɜɨɇǷࢫ
ɨɏٕڈȆࢫɯȷȄࢫ¢\OLHQ�7HFKQRORJ$¡ࢫșɐɃɼɼࢫࢭʏࢫʎȌȮࢫࢭʏࢫɬȆɐɦȄࢫ
ȓʊɳɓֿࢫȓʈȲɽɨɢɨɗࢫ ࢫɏڴʄࢫȲȆɢȗȉȄࢫɽʆȯʊɗࢫȑʊɨɠࢫ ՎȆʊɦȆȧࢫɪɮɐȖɼࢫ�հծկղ
ȓʊɱȄȳʆǻࢫȓɮʆȯɛࢫʅȮǺȕࢫɻʊɗࢫȲɼȮࢫȄם�ȓʊɳɔࢫɪɢȼʉɼࢫȄȱɸࢫɽʆȯʊɘɦȄࢫ
ȄݍݨǴȵࢫȟɦȆȝɦȄࢫɵɭࢫȓɏɽɮȣɭࢫ¢ɤɽȧࢫȓʊɦȆɮȡࢫȄݍݰɰȵࢫࢭʏࢫɚȳȼɦȄࢫ

�¡ȓɐȗɭࢫʄڲǻࢫɰȵݍݰȄࢫɪʈɽȨȕࢫȓʊɘʊɟɼࢫɉȷɼֿȄ
֗ࢫ ՎȆʆȯʈȳȣȕࢫɵɘɦȄࢫɰȆɠࢫȆɮɺɭ¢ࢫɤɽɜȕ֗ࢫȆɺɨɠࢫȆɺɦȆɮɏǸɟࢫ ՎȆɭȆɮȕɼ
ɽɺɗࢫɑȍɴʆࢫɵɭࢫȓȧȆȸɭࢫܧݵ�ȓʊɀࢫɰǸɗࢫȠȳȬȕࢫǻڲʄࢫɵɨɐɦȄ֗ࢫɰɼȯȉࢫ
ǴȆȍȗȫֺ֗ࢫɽɸࢫȳɭǷࢫəʊȬɭࢫɵɡɦɼࢫȄȱɸࢫȆɭࢫ�ɻȍȧǷࢫǻٰڈȆࢫ ɦࢫȓɨʊȷɼࢫʅǷ
ࢫɪȍɜȕࢫ ՎȆɱȆʊȧǷࢫȑɨɈȗʆࢫȳɭֿ ȄࢫȄȱɸࢫɰǷࢫɖفɐȖࢫ�¡ʏࢫۂȆɮɟࢫȓɜʊɜݍݰȄ
ɅɐȊࢫȄݍݰɝǾȆɜࢫȄםȓɜɨɜ֗ࢫɵɡɦࢫɣɦȰࢫǴȵȡࢫɵɭࢫȑȎȸɦȄࢫʅȱɦȄࢫ
Վֺࢫəɨȫࢫ�ȓɸȆɢɘɦȄࢫȄȱɦࢫȯȣȕࢫȆɺȸɘɱࢫ ʊɨɛۗܡࢫȗȬȕࢫɰǷࢫʄڲǻࢫȆɺɐɗȯʆ
ࢫɵɏࢫǴȆɠȰࢫࢭʏࢫɬȄȯȬȗȷȄࢫ ՔɯɳȕࢫȆࢫֿٰڈ ՎȆɄʆǷࢫȔȆɸɽʆȯʊɘɦȄࢫɷȱɸࢫʏࢭ

ȓɸȆɢɘɦȄࢫɪʊɨɄȗɦࢫȄݝݰ�ȔȄȲɽɌࢫࢫ
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It’s a really exciting, vibrant, 
happening scene. Its much sharper 
than anything that’s on television.

>

>

 “The Tragedy of Self” (series 3), 2009. Photographs with gold leaf 

“Myth Busters V”, 2014. Archival inkjet print on fine art paper, 

on canvas, 120 x 130 cm

35 x 50 cm.
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> “Wa Waila” (Oh Torment), 2008. Short film, 10 minutes, film still

>“Anachronistic Fantastic” (installation), 2013. Photographs, posters, badges, and cups installed inside private apartment, with performance, 4 m x 4 m room.


